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Introduction
This document defines the Council’s strategy for the physical and economic regeneration

of the Waterfront area of the County Borough. The area forms part of the Swansea Bay

Waterfront and contains major regeneration sites and projects within Neath Port Talbot

that are crucial for the future prosperity of the County Borough and the sub-region.

The Council recognises that quality

of place is fundamental to delivering

the sustainable economic and social

objectives of the Council and this

Strategy will play a pivotal role in

delivering positive and lasting change.

Physical regeneration activity

contributes to this change process

through:

• Providing new sites and premises

• Securing investment

• Enhancing commercial, industrial,
tourism and residential areas

• Improving transport and
communications

• Facilitating new uses for buildings

• Removing dereliction and
contamination

• Upgrading the physical fabric

• Enhancing the image of the area

This Strategy draws together

a programme for the physical

regeneration of the Waterfront and

provides the overarching local

framework within which specific

regeneration programmes and projects

will be delivered by the Council and its

partners. The Strategy will sit alongside

and complement the Authority’s other

regeneration strategies as being key

drivers for the delivery of economic 

regeneration initiatives within the

County Borough.

Neath Port Talbot Waterfront Regeneration Strategy
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Area Appraisal
Geography
The Waterfront spans the coastal corridor of Neath Port Talbot from Margam in

the east to the borders of Swansea to the west and includes the town of Port Talbot

as well as a number of smaller urban settlements.

In physical terms, the area is

characterised by a strip of urban

development along the coastal corridor

which can be separated into

residential, industrial, commercial and

leisure zones. The M4 and the London

– Swansea mainline railway run inland

from the coast with the

main railway station at

Port Talbot and

smaller stations at Baglan, Briton Ferry

and Skewen. There is a deep water

harbour and dock facilities at Port

Talbot and wharf facilities at Neath

Abbey. The Afan and Neath Valleys

open onto the coastal corridor and

the urban area is framed with hills

and open countryside.

The main land use zones are

described below:

Residential
The residential areas of Margam,

Taibach, Port Talbot, Aberavon,

Sandfields, Baglan, Skewen

and Briton Ferry lie within

the Waterfront area.

These communities grew up alongside

the heavy industries that dominated

the local economy.

Industrial
The Corus Steel Works dominates the

industrial land use and is a major

employer, supporting a community

of subcontractors and associated

industries. The withdrawal of BP has

left large areas of brownfield land at

Baglan and Llandarcy, formerly BP

Chemical and Oil Refinery sites.

Other areas include Kenfig Industrial

Estate, Port Talbot Industrial Estate,

Neath Abbey Wharf and Docks and

Baglan Industrial Estate.

Neath Port Talbot Waterfront Regeneration Strategy
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Commercial
The town centre of Port Talbot is

the main commercial centre of the

Waterfront although the other

communities all have smaller

commercial areas that cater for the

more basic food and material needs.

The Aberafan Shopping Centre

provides an all weather environment

for shopping in Port Talbot town

centre. There is also a retail park at

Baglan Moors.

Leisure

There are large areas dedicated to

outdoor leisure use including Margam

Park, Aberafan Seafront and local

parks and gardens. The Apollo Cinema,

at Aberafan Seafront is a good quality

indoor facility. The Princess Royal 

Theatre in Port Talbot is a popular

venue for music, shows and other 

performances.The National Cycle 

Network runs through the Waterfront

corridor.

Socio-Economic Characteristics
The communities within the

Waterfront area have a combined

population of 62,510. The Welsh Index

of Multiple Deprivation 2008 (WIMD)

is the official measure of deprivation

for small areas in Wales. The Index

analyses small area statistics within

eight domains of Income,

Employment, Health, Education /

Skills / Training, Housing, Physical

Environment, Geographical Access

to Services and Community Safety.

The WIMD can be used to identify

the spread and concentration of

deprivation across geographical areas

on Lower Super Output Areas (LSOAs).

The WIMD is useful as a tool to guide

funding and policy intervention in

order to address deprivation found in

particular areas. The WIMD ranks

the score of each of these areas for

eight domains of deprivation.

There are 42 LSOAs in the Waterfront

area of Neath Port Talbot. The Table

In Appendix I shows the ranking of

the LSOAs for each of the WIMD

domains. The lower the score, the

more severe the deprivation.

The statistics show that there are

concentrations of deprivation in

Sandfields, Aberavon, Bryn and

Cwmavon, particularly in the Income,

employment, Health, Education and

Physical Environment domains.

Briton Ferry West, Sandfields and

Aberavon are designated Communities

First areas, as being amongst the most

deprived wards in Wales. Much has

been done through community based

initiatives to improve quality of life in

these areas and partnerships are in

place and delivering projects to

address issues of deprivation.

Overall index of  Multiple Deprivation
Neath Port Talbot
By lower level Super Output Areas

Neath Port Talbot Waterfront Regeneration Strategy
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Challenges and achievements
Urban areas
The urban areas of Neath Port Talbot have undergone major physical,

economic and environmental changes over recent decades as a consequence

of national economic changes and the resultant structural changes to the local

economy. In response to this, Neath Port Talbot has sought to modernise

and diversify its economy.

This transition has raised several

challenges for the physical

regeneration of the Waterfront area

of the County Borough, which need

to be addressed in the priorities and

programmes of this Strategy.

Town Centre Renewal
The Council recognises the importance

of its town centres and their role at

the heart of the community and a

hub for many of the services and

facilities that meet the social, cultural

and commercial needs of the area.

Port Talbot is the main town in the

Waterfront Zone, which serves the

majority of communities along the

coastal corridor and the communities

of the Afan Valley. There are other

smaller commercial centres at

Taibach, Aberavon, Briton Ferry,

Skewen, Baglan, Margam and

Sandfields.

The main challenges facing

Port Talbot town centre and the

other commercial centres are:

• Retention of retail uses within

the town centre

• Competition from out of centre

retailing

• Quality of investment in

commercial buildings

• Quality of public space/

new development

• Provision of sites for new

development

• Creation of a distinct image

and retail offer 

In meeting these challenges,

considerable regeneration work has

already been undertaken in these

centres including:

• Public realm enhancements

• Environmental improvements

• Commercial property grant initiative
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This activity needs to be continued

and expanded if the challenges facing

town and local centres are to be

addressed. The creation and

development of retail sites in and

around the town centre will be of

particular importance to its future

health and vitality.

Development of Major Sites
There are several major development

sites along the Waterfront corridor that

will play a central role in shaping the

future prosperity of the area. Many of

these sites have been vacated by heavy

industry which has left large areas of

brownfield land for development.

The following major development sites

are included in this Strategy and the

regeneration process has already

commenced on some sites:

• Baglan Bay

• Baglan Energy Park

• Coed D’Arcy

• Peripheral Distributor Road (PDR) 
Corridor – Port Talbot Docks,
Green Park, Gas Works, Port Talbot
Industrial Estate

• Fabian Way

• Junction 38

• Neath Estuary – Neath Abbey Wharf

The scale of these sites and nature

of their former uses present unique

challenges for their regeneration.

The main issues to be faced in

developing these sites include:

• Development of site master plans

• Provision of Infrastructure

• Securing new development

• Relocation of existing uses

• Land assembly

• Site contamination / dereliction

• Flooding issues

The development timescale of many

of these sites is long term, requiring

a firm commitment to the process by

the Council and its regeneration

partners.

Provision of Sites and Premises
The Council recognises that it needs to

work with its partners to ensure that

sites and premises are made available

which meet the needs of modern

businesses. The supply of a range of

good quality premises in the right

locations will help existing and new

businesses establish and expand

which will in turn lead to an increase

in employment opportunities.

The Waterfront has a number of

business parks and industrial estates

which help meet the needs of local

enterprises such as:

• Baglan Industrial Estate

• Baglan Energy Park

• Kenfig Industrial Estate

• D’arcy Business Park

• Port Talbot Industrial Estate

Neath Port Talbot Waterfront Regeneration Strategy
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Considerable work still needs to be

done to ensure that these sites and

premises continue to meet the needs

and aspirations of businesses.

Particular regeneration challenges

include:

• Ensuring that the size and
specification of new and existing

premises reflects existing and likely

future demands

• Making best use of development

land within business sites

• Improving the appearance and

functionality of business sites

• Making new sites available for
development in good locations

• Ensuring that sites and premises

are served by good infrastructure

• Integrating sustainability issues

into the construction of new sites

and premises

Tourism / Leisure Development
The contribution of tourism and

leisure related activity to the local

economy has grown considerably

over recent years and has been an

important tool for regeneration in

the Waterfront area. Included within

the strategy area are the following

tourism / leisure sites which have

potential to contribute to the growth

and diversity of the local economy:

• Margam Park

• Aberafan Seafront

• Brunel Dock

These sites are very different in their

offer and stage of development and

face a variety of challenges in their

regeneration:

• Securing new investment

• Improving the environment

• Enhancing visitor appeal

• Relocating / rationalising existing

uses

• Site constraints – eg: flood

protection, contamination,

ownership

• Balancing development with

protection of the environment
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Urban Renewal
A large part of the developed area

of the Waterfront is made up of

residential properties. These areas

have a significant impact on the

image and appearance of the

Waterfront as well as being extremely

important to the well being and

quality of life of the local population.

In recognition of this the Council, in

partnership with the Welsh Assembly

Government has declared a number of

Housing Renewal Areas, of which the

Sandfields East and Aberavon Renewal

Area lies within the Waterfront zone.

Following its declaration in 2004,

there have been a number of

initiatives to improve this densely

populated residential area.

The main challenges that face

the residential areas of the

Waterfront are:

• Ageing housing stock

• Poor residential environment

• Lack of investment in housing stock

• Flooding issues

Transport and Communications
The movement of people and goods

is a prime consideration for the

regeneration of the Waterfront area.

The area is well served in terms of

basic road, rail and water borne

transport infrastructure and the PDR

Phase 1 works has improved access

to development sites to the south

of the M4. The recent announcement

of £107 million of funding for Phase 2

(Harbour Way) will ensure that Neath

Port Talbot continues to be an 

increasingly attractive place to live,

work and invest. However, continued

investment is required to ensure

that the infrastructure meets the

requirements of businesses and

communities and promotes and

complements regeneration activity.

The main challenges are:

• Infrastructure to development sites

requires further upgrading

• Congestion on elevated section

of M4 through Port Talbot

• Public transport hubs in need

of modernisation

• Locational advantages of

Waterfront under-exploited

• Poor environment of main

transport corridors

Neath Port Talbot Waterfront Regeneration Strategy
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Wales Spatial Plan and
Convergence Programme
The Wales Spatial Plan is a twenty year

plan for the sustainable development

of Wales based around five Guiding

Themes:

• Building sustainable communities

• Promoting a sustainable economy

• Valuing our environment

• Achieving sustainable accessibility

• Respecting distinctiveness

The Spatial Plan sets out a strategic
framework to guide future

development and policy interventions

across the whole of Wales. There are

six Spatial Plan areas covering Wales

with the Waterfront sitting within the

Swansea Bay – Waterfront and

Western Valleys Spatial Plan area.

Spatial strategy

This Strategy has been developed in the context of a hierarchy of national,

regional and local plans, policies and strategies. The chart below shows the

relationship between the main plans which are relevant to this Strategy.

The Waterfront Regeneration Strategy is directly impacted by the Spatial Plans

that have been developed and these are summarised below.

3.1

Wales 
A Vibrant
Economy

Wales 
Spatial
Plan

One Wales

Swansea Bay Sustainable
Regeneration Framework

LDP/Community Plan

Regional Regeneration Strategies

Waterfront Regeneration
Strategy
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The Wales Spatial Plan is the

overarching framework and

integration tool for Wales, embracing

in a whole range of matters, including

regeneration programmes in various

parts of Wales and the targeting of EU

structural funds. The Wales Spatial

Plan is a key document in identifying

the choice of locations for further

priority regeneration investment.

Within this context, the Convergence

Operational Programme sets out the

Welsh Assembly Government’s strategy

and priorities for the economic, social

and environmental regeneration of

West Wales and the Valleys over the

period 2007–2013. One of the key

drivers in regenerating the

Programme area is the creation of an

attractive environment for people in

which to live and work and invest

through the regeneration of the

region’s poorest communities.

Neath Port Talbot Waterfront Regeneration Strategy
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Swansea Bay Sustainable
Regeneration Framework
The Sustainable Regeneration

Framework for Swansea Bay covers

the Waterfront and Western Valleys

Spatial Plan Area. The Area is made

up of Neath Port Talbot and Swansea

unitary authority areas, together with

large parts of east Carmarthenshire

and bordering parts of Bridgend and

Powys. The Framework guides the

delivery of Convergence funding and

identifies the main regeneration

priorities for the area.

The vision for this area is:

‘A network of  interdependent

settlements with Swansea at its

heart which pull together effectively

as a city-region with a modern,

competitive, knowledge based

economy designed to deliver a

high quality of  life, a sustainable

environment, a vibrant waterfront

and excellent national and

international connections’
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In spatial planning terms, the whole

of the area is seen as a city-region,

harnessing the strengths of all of the

settlements with investment within

the area spreading prosperity to the

surrounding area. Critical to the

success of the Framework is the

development of a strong network of

urban centres across the region which

spread prosperity to surrounding

smaller settlements. Within the

Waterfront area, Port Talbot is

identified as a Tier 2 settlement which

will be a hub for investment and

regeneration benefitting the smaller

settlements that surround it and

complementing other key settlements

within the sub-region.

The Framework identifies the

following priorities in the

development of the sub-region

which will involve physical

regeneration activities:

Strategic Infrastructure
This Theme aims to equip the area

with infrastructure necessary for

the development of a modern and

competitive economy by ensuring

that the area has locations, sites

and premises of the highest quality.

The framework lists the regeneration

of Baglan Bay, Coed D’Arcy, Fabian

Way and Port Talbot Docks as being

examples of fields of intervention

under this priority.

Environment for Growth
This Theme aims to realise the

economic potential of the natural

environment. This will be achieved

by promoting the enhancement and

protection of the natural, built and

heritage environment; and increasing

the economic potential of the

environment.

Physical Regeneration
This Theme aims to support the

physical regeneration of communities,

as part of an integrated regeneration

strategy and where it can be

demonstrated that focused

intervention will produce sustainable

economic, environmental and social

benefits. This will be achieved by

supporting the integrated

regeneration of the most deprived

towns and villages by physical

improvements to the urban fabric

and the wider natural and built

heritage. Under this Priority,

Port Talbot is identified as an

eligible area for intervention.

Regeneration activity in the Area will

concentrate on providing improved

shopping, leisure, community and

cultural facilities, more attractive and

affordable housing, clean vibrant

town centres, accessible open

countryside and employment

opportunities. Port Talbot is seen with

other Tier 2 settlements as being

particularly important in this respect.

Neath Port Talbot Waterfront Regeneration Strategy
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Strategic Goal 1
To develop the town of Port Talbot

as a hub for commercial, residential,

social and employment activities

through an integrated physical

regeneration of the town centre and

the attraction of new investment.

Actions
• Improvements to the public

realm

• Grants for commercial property

improvements

• Redevelopment of town centre

sites and properties

• Improvement of town centre

facilities

• Improvements to accessibility

and connectivity

Strategic Goal 2

To bring forward the development

of major strategic regeneration sites

in the area of Port Talbot that will

attract major new investment,

create employment opportunities

and spread prosperity to

surrounding communities.

Actions
• Masterplanning

• Provision of site infrastructure

• Site remediation and preparation

works

• Promotion of new investment

• Land assembly

Strategic Goal 3
To develop existing and establish

major new employment sites within

the area of Port Talbot that meet

the needs of modern business,

strengthen the local economy and

ensure the provision of employment

opportunities.

Actions
• Provision of site infrastructure

• Development of new business 

premises

• Site assembly

• Relocation of businesses uses

• Site remediation and preparation

works

Strategic Goals
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Strategic Goal 4
To develop high quality sites for

tourism and leisure that will attract

visitors and new investment and

improve the image and environment

of Port Talbot Waterfront.

Actions
• Provision of site infrastructure

• Provision of visitor facilities

• Improvements to the public realm

• Site remediation and preparation

works

• Environmental protection

measures

Strategic Goal 5
To improve the physical fabric

within the urban areas, improving

quality of life and making the area

of Neath Port Talbot an attractive

place in which to live, work and

invest.

Actions
• Environmental improvements

• Housing renewal initiatives

• Flood defence measures

Strategic Goal 6
To improve the transport and

communications infrastructure,

ensuring that the area of

Port Talbot maximises its locational

advantages and brings benefits

to the economy and people of

the area.

Actions
• Improvements to infrastructure

related to development sites

• Improvements to public

transport hubs and facilities

• Promote development at

transport interchanges

• Environmental improvements

to main transport corridors

Neath Port Talbot Waterfront Regeneration Strategy
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Physical regeneration improvements

will help enhance the image of the

town and modernise its environment

and facilities. Regeneration activity

will focus on the following areas:

Upgrading of the town centre
environment
Central to the image and distinctiveness

of the town centre is a quality public

realm that is pleasant, clean, safe and

well designed. A good quality town

centre can greatly enhance the

experience of the visitor and benefit

the commercial economy. It is also an

indicator of the commitment to the

future health of the centre by the

public and private sectors. Physical

regeneration activities will include

new areas of public space, features of

interest, street furniture, enhanced

public lighting and soft landscaping.

Facilities within the town centre will

also be upgraded eg. parking.

Property improvements
The physical fabric of the town centre

conveys a message of the health,

prosperity and confidence of the

town. Run down and derelict buildings

can reflect a disproportionately

detrimental image of the town.

Conversely, well designed and

maintained property can convey

a positive message to visitors and

investors. This effect is even more

marked for prominent and important

buildings. Buildings of heritage

interest are of particular value in

enhancing the distinctiveness of the

town centre. Investment in property

improvements will be a key tool in the

physical regeneration of Port Talbot

through targeted property

improvement and redevelopment

projects. Projects which contribute

directly to the local economy through

the creation of new enterprises,

employment and investment will be

a priority.

Regeneration Framework
Town Centre Regeneration
Port Talbot will be the focal point of town centre regeneration activity. As the only

Tier 2 settlement in the Neath Port Talbot Waterfront area, the town will act as a hub

for commercial, employment, governance and cultural activities that will benefit

the surrounding communities. It is important that the town centre has a strong

commercial heart that reflects the vibrancy and distinctiveness of the area.
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Redevelopment of town centre
sites
The availability of new development

sites within the town centre is

constrained and there is development

pressure to allow retail development

in out of town locations. In order to

preserve the health of the town and

to ensure that it has a sustainable

future, opportunities will be taken to

facilitate the assembly and

development of sites in town centre /

edge of centre locations. The design of

any new developments will be closely

managed to ensure that positive

contributions are made to the town

centre environment that reflect a

progressive and confident town.

Accessibility and connectivity
improvements
The town centre and the facilities

within it should be accessible to all

people regardless of age, disability or

other factors. Therefore, issues of

accessibility for all and connectivity

to all areas of the town will be

central to the physical improvements

undertaken. Actions will include

new signage, disabled access

improvements and enhanced security

measures. Connections to areas on the

edge of the town centre and out of

town facilities will also be improved.

Improvements to public

transportation hubs and their

connectivity with other areas and

facilities will be a priority.

Neath Port Talbot Waterfront Regeneration Strategy
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Coed Darcy
Coed Darcy Urban Village is a

proposed development of 4,000

homes, employment areas and open

space covering 1,300 acres, supported

by a full range of community

facilities. The project is Europe’s

largest brownfield redevelopment of

its kind and is being developed on a

former BP oil refinery site. The Urban

Village aspires to become a vibrant

mixed community with a strong sense

of place that is attractive to live and

work within. The development is

being led by the Princes Trust in

partnership with St. Modwen, WAG and

NPTCBC and has the potential to

demonstrate the very best practice in

sustainable development. The Phase 1

development of 196 houses has

already commenced.

Baglan Bay
Baglan Bay is a development site

totalling around 1,500 acres based

around the former BP Chemical Works.

The project involves the redevelopment

of this major brownfield area to

provide opportunities for business and

other uses. The site could become a

major source of employment and

investment opportunities within the

Waterfront area. Robust 

masterplanning of the site will be 

required as well as the establishment of

sustainable design principles to ensure

that the full potential of this strategic

site is realised.

Strategic Regeneration
The Waterfront area includes major regeneration sites that have great potential

to drive forward the vision and objectives of the Sustainable Regeneration

Framework for Swansea Bay. As well as creating employment, and bringing

brownfield land into productive use, these sites will be a physical demonstration

of the development and design principles that are to be used to create a modern,

sustainable and innovative urban environment.
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A strategic approach will be taken

in the development of these sites

to ensure that together, the most

beneficial development options

are pursued.

PDR Corridor
The PDR is a strategic road

improvement which links together

some key employment sites and
assists in the free flow of motorway
traffic between Junctions 38 Margam

and Junction 41 at Baglan. Stage 1 of

the PDR is complete and opens up

access to Harbourside in Port Talbot 
greatly enhancing the development
potential of this land. Stage 2,

Harbour Way when completed

will open up further development land

within the Corus Steel Works complex

and link with Junction 38. The

development of the following sites

along the route of the PDR will be

promoted through masterplanning,

land assembly, removal of site

constraints and provision of essential

site infrastructure and premises:

• Harbourside – 140 ha brownfield site
• Former Gas Works – 4.1 ha

• Green Park Industrial Estate – 3.5 ha

• Junction 38 – 27 ha site included in

the UDP employment landbank

The importance of the existing

industrial uses on the site to the

employment opportunities within the

area is fully acknowledged and

measures will be put in place to

maintain these jobs and provide

suitable alternative sites and premises

where required.

Baglan Energy Park
Baglan Energy Park has been
designated a strategic development
site by WAG and comprises over

170 acres of land set out in serviced

plot areas. The Park has been
developed over a number of years
and already accommodates modern
businesses, providing good quality
employment opportunities.

Business can benefit from the location
adjacent to the M4 and to the Power
Plant operated by GE which can

supply low cost energy. The Park is a
showpiece for building design with
top environmental and sustainability
features within a high quality
landscape. Baglan Energy Park is

being jointly developed and promoted
by a public-private partnership
comprising WAG, Neath Port Talbot
County Borough Council and St. 
Modwen. The development of this site
will continue to be promoted to ensure
that the full economic and

regeneration benefits are realised.

Fabian Way
There is considerable development
potential along the A483 Fabian Way
Road Corridor with private sector
development interest in business

and residential development.
Swansea University is also looking at
the potential of developing a second
campus on land in this area. WAG also
owns development land along this 
corridor adjacent to the recent 
Amazon development. This area will
be masterplanned to gain maximum
benefit and to establish the Fabian
Way corridor as a strategic site that
could generate significant employment
opportunities.

Neath Estuary
There are wharf side facilities at

Neath Abbey and Briton Ferry around

which businesses and industries have
located. These areas offer potential

for rationalisation and redevelopment

in order to attract new investment,
generate employment and improve
the environment of these sites.

Strategic Employment
The development of sites for modern business and industrial uses is fundamental

to the regeneration of the Waterfront and the successful transition of the local

economy. There are a number of key employment sites that span the length of

the Waterfront that will make an important contribution to employment and

regeneration objectives. These sites are at various stages of development and

offer opportunities to accommodate a range of uses.

Neath Port Talbot Waterfront Regeneration Strategy
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Margam Park
Margam Park is already an established

visitor attraction situated on the

eastern end of the Waterfront.

Its mansion house, orangery, narrow

gauge railway and adventure

playground are some of the

attractions set within over 1,000 acres

of parkland. The Park also hosts

major concerts and events.

Recent developments within the Park

include the construction of an

Environmental Discovery Centre,

a multi-purpose facility that will

enhance visitor facilities and house

the Heritage Training Centre. The Park

plays an important role in the local

tourism economy and in raising

the profile and image of the area at

a regional and national level.

The facilities and environment of

Margam Park will continue to be

improved, attracting greater numbers

of visitors and spreading benefits to

surrounding communities and other

visitor attractions.

Aberafan Seafront
The physical environment of Aberafan

Seafront has been transformed over

the last decade through a

programme of physical regeneration

works. The Blue Flag Award for

Aberafan Beach has launched the

Seafront into a new phase of

prominence and potential.

The regeneration programme will

continue to improve the visitor

facilities and environment of this

valuable resource to create a distinct

visitor destination that complements

the other seafront attractions along the

Swansea Bay Waterfront. Activities will

focus on enhancing the sense of place,

attracting new investment and

undertaking flood protection measures

to safeguard development sites and

the local community.

Brunel Dock
Brunel Dock is an area of 39 acres

adjacent to the Baglan Energy Park.

The Dock has historic interest, being

a Scheduled Ancient Monument and

also has considerable potential as a

mixed leisure / business development.

The site is occupied by a number of

uses including industrial units,

traveller site and cement yard and

the Council has been active in

assembling land for future

development. The listed Brunel Tower

has recently been renovated.

Masterplan options are being

developed for the site with initial

phases likely to include

environmental improvements and

rationalisation of land uses.

Tourism & Leisure Development
The Waterfront has areas of great opportunity for the development of tourism

and leisure attractions and facilities. The area combines a quality natural coastal

environment with a rich heritage that has the potential to contribute in a significant

way to the regeneration of the Waterfront. The existing attractions and facilities will

be enhanced and new places of interest developed to create a high quality and

distinctive tourism and leisure offer.
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Housing Renewal Areas
The Sandfields East and Aberavon

Renewal Area was declared in August

2004 and is due to run for ten years.

It was set up to help improve the

general environment and poor

housing within a geographically

defined area. Within the Renewal

Area, Group Repair Schemes have

been undertaken to renovate the

external fabric of private properties

which have resulted in dramatic

improvements to the appearance and

also the living conditions of the area.

Environmental improvements have

also been undertaken such as

provision of play areas, landscaping

schemes, off road parking and rear

lane improvements. The renewal

initiative will continue to be delivered

through a continued programme of

improvements to the housing stock

and environment of the area.

The potential of extending the

renewal principles and actions

to other neighbourhoods in the

Waterfront area will be investigated.

The forthcoming transfer of Council

housing stock to NPT Homes will allow

a £152 million investment to repair

and improve tenant’s homes within six

years.

Environmental Improvements
Even small scale environmental

improvements can make significant

differences in urban areas and play

an important part in neighbourhood

renewal. The Council currently

undertakes a range of actions that

contribute to the quality of life and

environment in its communities.

Examples of such activities includes

landscaping schemes, traffic calming,

CCTV, access improvements, shop front

improvements, ecological projects,

land reclamation / remediation etc.

The combined impact of such

schemes is both significant and

effective in improving the physical

environment and future programmes

will be delivered in a coordinated way

to maximise benefits.

Neighbourhood Renewal
This document defines the Council’s strategy for the physical and economic regeneration

of the Waterfront area of the County Borough. The area forms part of the Swansea Bay

Waterfront and contains major regeneration sites and projects within Neath Port Talbot

that are crucial for the future prosperity of the County Borough and the sub-region.

Neath Port Talbot Waterfront Regeneration Strategy
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Transportation improvements are

proposed in the preceding sections of

the regeneration framework such as:

• Port Talbot Parkway and Bus Station

improvements

• Construction of Harbour Way

• Fabian Way Southern Link proposals

• Baglan Energy Park Link Bridge

The regeneration programme will

require the transport and

communication infrastructure to be

treated in coordinated and

comprehensive way. Central to this will

be the need to facilitate connections

between the modes of transportation

to enable the efficient and effective

transport of people and goods across

the Waterfront area and with other

regions of the UK and Europe.
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Transport and Communication
Infrastructure
It will be essential that the Waterfront has the best possible physical infrastructure

to support its ambitious regeneration programme and to maximise the locational

advantages of the Waterfront area.

There will be a range of other

initiatives within the Waterfront area

including a priority bus corridor

connecting Port Talbot with Swansea,

bus corridors from the valleys areas,

cycleway improvements, canal

restoration projects and a coastal

footpath.

The wharf facilities at Neath Abbey

will be maintained through the

continued dredging of the Neath

Estuary.

Neath Port Talbot Waterfront Regeneration Strategy
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Delivery

Timescale
It is intended that this Strategy will

establish a long term framework for

the regeneration of the Waterfront

area within Neath Port Talbot.

The priorities presented in this

Strategy involve intervention in major

development sites that will take

a number of years to complete.

This framework is aligned to the

Spatial Plan timeframe and will be

delivered beyond the Convergence

Funding programme end date of

2013. It is accepted however that

priorities and projects will change

during delivery as economic

conditions change and new

opportunities arise. However, the

Strategy framework is both robust

and flexible and will be subject to

review on a regular basis.

Partnership
The delivery of this Regeneration

Strategy will require the combined

commitment of the main partners

involved in regeneration activity.

The Council will work with its partners

to ensure that the regeneration

framework presented in this Strategy

will drive the prioritisation of

regeneration programmes and

projects. The Council, in conjunction

with its partners will seek to assemble

funding packages for the delivery of

the projects through the targeting

of their capital programmes and

through accessing external sources

of grant aid, particularly through the

Convergence funding programme.

Key to the delivery of the Strategy will

be the close partnership between the

Council and the Welsh Assembly

Government and the alignment of

resources in response to the Strategic

Goals and Action Plan. Other project

based partnerships will be formed

to facilitate the delivery of the

regeneration programme.

This Strategy will be subject to

extensive consultation with

stakeholders in the private, public

and voluntary sectors to ensure that

it reflects the regeneration priorities

of the area and adds value to the

plans and projects of other

organisations.



Aberavon 1 1527 1576 1092 1869 1191 724 1331 525 1412
Aberavon 2 177 346 173 59 344 1587 896 24 475
Aberavon 3 69 88 60 99 154 1476 875 25 493
Aberavon 4 64 135 84 74 139 1754 531 21 19
Baglan 1 1179 1278 638 1481 1290 878 1542 420 1015
Baglan 2 1769 1755 1298 1583 1672 871 1876 1097 1614
Baglan 3 548 430 605 592 578 694 1073 350 1099
Baglan 4 1194 1263 991 1105 861 1045 1673 302 1026
Briton Ferry East 1 997 868 607 1136 827 1041 1500 1744 733
Briton Ferry East 2 414 298 236 567 640 1878 884 789 392
Briton Ferry West 2 616 653 505 750 511 1579 590 332 608
Bryn and Cwmavon 1 894 987 630 758 872 416 1280 1854 1429
Bryn and Cwmavon 2 1449 1405 937 1301 1348 864 1762 767 1538
Bryn and Cwmavon 3 139 150 103 79 570 1263 779 520 561
Bryn and Cwmavon 4 568 644 400 594 579 543 943 1467 1035
Bryn-coch North 1 1187 1436 882 439 1629 458 1841 1537 1818
Bryn-coch North 2 1683 1750 1401 1213 1696 434 1854 1793 1687
Bryn-coch South 1 1835 1889 1689 1625 1826 402 1890 1723 1826
Bryn-coch South 2 1312 1329 910 1248 1347 377 1717 1725 1189
Coedffranc Central 1 798 438 724 606 914 1673 1526 1565 818
Coedffranc Central 2 999 763 752 991 644 1846 1096 1631 688
Coedffranc North 1 1213 1010 994 879 729 1553 1466 1661 1065
Coedffranc North 2 1053 1087 959 495 1158 531 1372 1538 1417
Coedffranc West 1323 1305 1071 1599 1093 397 1608 1083 913
Dyffryn 2 1835 1344 1013 1635 1350 586 1562 1592 1215
Margam 1 542 637 313 1324 665 768 1512 13 1330
Margam 2 1511 1761 1510 1230 1660 266 1112 496 1756
Port Talbot 1 1014 1059 821 1200 889 538 1446 347 1229
Port Talbot 2 629 718 456 761 545 1588 868 214 752
Port Talbot 3 371 535 516 63 764 1591 1075 225 116
Port Talbot 4 615 1011 662 120 1257 1582 1156 51 538
Sandfields East 1 97 68 66 178 361 1423 1057 394 359
Sandfields East 2 52 53 57 25 94 1768 1091 408 369
Sandfields East 3 897 854 753 930 725 1061 1184 441 865
Sandfields East 4 294 237 161 529 431 1383 1292 378 748
Sandfields West 1 365 260 318 460 373 1446 772 573 886
Sandfields West 2 65 75 40 320 27 1567 728 380 373
Sandfields West 3 155 143 125 389 124 1372 1000 622 413
Sandfields West 4 170 109 183 228 204 1136 1135 696 578
Tai-bach 1 584 614 396 784 901 741 1244 161 900
Tai-bach 2 370 389 283 596 533 1614 725 40 430
Tai-bach 3 576 636 444 928 907 715 1045 29 1118

Neath Port Talbot Waterfront - Welsh index of multiple deprivation 2008
WIMD Domain Rank
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Action Plan
Framework/Project  Action

Town Centre Regeneration

Port Talbot Town Centre

Strategic Regeneration

Coed D’arcy

Baglan Bay

Strategic Employment

PDR Corridor

Baglan Energy Park

Identify and implement a range of physical regeneration projects in the town centre that will
enhance the image of the town and improve its environment and facilities through:

• upgrading the town centre environment

• improving properties within the town centre

• redeveloping town centre sites

• improving accessibility

The regeneration works will include the public realm projects identified in the Port Talbot Parkway
study which includes a new Station Precinct and improvements to lower Station Road. The projects
identified in the Port Talbot Town Centre Regeneration Study will also be included in the
regeneration programme for the town centre. The actions will link with the regeneration proposals
for the Docks area of the town.

The partners involved with the regeneration of Coed Darcy will seek to bring to fruition the
Masterplan for the development of the Urban Village. The first phase of the development is
currently underway.

The regeneration partners will produce a programme for the delivery of the phases of the
project in line with the development strategy for the site.

Work with the landowners to develop a masterplan and delivery mechanism for the Baglan Bay site
which is complementary to Phases 1 and 2 of the Baglan Energy Park. The masterplan will:

• identify sites for development

• provide a programme for remediation and infrastructure provision

• agree land uses and development aspirations

• deliver development in accordance with the approved masterplan

Continue to promote the assembly, planning, preparation and development of sites along the PDR
corridor to enure that these sites contribute to the economic regeneration of the Waterfront.
Priority sites include:

• Harbourside

• former Gas Works site

• Green Park Industrial estate

• Henshaw Street

• Burrows Yard Site

Complete the development of all phases of the Baglan Energy Park in accordance with

the established development principles for the site. Actions to include:

• new road bridge linking Phases 1 and 2

• promotion and development of the remaining plots on site



           

Framework/Project  Action

Fabian Way

Neath Estuary

Margam Park

Aberafan Seafront

Brunel Dock

Work with partners to realise a second University campus and associated development including an
innovation centre to maximise the benefits of University investment in the Fabian Way corridor.
The partners will undertake the following actions:

• production of a researched masterplan for the development of the area

• bring forward sites for development in line with the approved masterplan 

The Council will work with the maritime industries based on the Neath Estuary and other
regeneration partners to facilitate and develop maritime enterprise and to maximise the potential
of industrial land located within the estuary. The proposals for the development of the Estuary will
complement the development of the Brunel Dock area.

Continue to develop and promote Margam Park as a visitor destination and a centre for
environmental education. Actions to include:

• further development of the visitor facilities on the site

• promotion of the Park as a visitor destination

• development of education and learning activities based around the
Environmental Discovery Centre

• explore market possibility of working with the private sector to introduce new developments
into Margam Park

Continue to implement the programme for the physical and economic regeneration of the
Seafront including:

• environmental improvements along the promenade
• improvements to visitor facilities

• promotion of the Seafront as a visitor destination

• ecological and beach management projects

• accessibility improvements

• promotion of the Seafront for commercial investment

• coastal protection measures

Facilitate the delivery of the agreed strategy for the long term development of the Brunel Dock.
Actions to include:

• environmental improvements

• land assembly and promotion of development

• rationalisation of land uses

• promotion of use for leisure and recreation

• restoration and promotion of heritage features

Strategic Employment

Tourism / Leisure Development
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Framework/Project  Action

Housing Renewal

Environmental 
Improvements

Port Talbot Parkway

Transport Infrastructure

Undertake further improvements to the physical fabric and environment of the
residential areas of the Sandfields East and Aberafan Renewal Area including:

• group repair schemes
• environmental improvement schemes

• community facilities

• parking improvements

Promote new residential development in appropriate areas.

Improve the Council housing stock through upgrading houses in accordance with the

Welsh Housing Quality Standard.

Continue to deliver priority environmental improvement projects throughout the
Waterfront area. To assess and mitigate against flood risk to residential areas.

Neighbourhood Renewal

Transport & Communication Infrastructure
Develop and deliver the project proposals identified in the Port Talbot Parkway Study
in partnership with WAG, Network Rail and Arriva Trains. Specific actions will include:
• station building enhancements
• access improvements
• platform canopy
• new car parking area
• refurbishment of the bus station 

• commence physical works for PDR 2 in autumn 2010
• undertake road infrastructure works at Fabian Way to facilitate site development
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